
| Discover Northern Aegean and Bay of Naples |
an itinerary for Adventure Lovers



Day 1 | Arrival in Alonissos

Welcome and briefing with our tour 
operator partner in the arrival hall of the 
port and transfer to the hotel.
Visit to the Knowledge Awareness Center 
of Alonissos and VR exploration of the 
seabed (dry dive).
Guided tour of the town in the late after-
noon.

Day 2 | Discovering Alonissos

Transfer to the diving area: Discover 
Scuba Diving (DSD) or diving experience 
at the classical shipwreck of “Peristera”.
Transfer to the hotel or to a traditional 
Greek village. 

Day 3 | Discovering Skopelos

Visit at the ‘Historical and Folklore Mu-
seum of Alonissos’. Departure for Skope-
los Island (30min by ferry).
Arrival in Skopelos port and transfer to 
the hotel. Visit to the famous “Mamma 
Mia” cliff for snorkeling.
Cycling tour in late afternoon.
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Day 4 | Transfer to Naples 
(subject to flight connections).
Transfer to the airport for the departure.
Arrival in Naples Airport and transfer to 
the hotel.
‘Italian Pizza Tour’ in the center of Naples.
Optional tour in the historical city-center 
of Naples in the afternoon.

Day 5 | Discovering Baia
Guided visit in the morning to ‘Vesuvio 
National Park’ and visit to the ‘Virtual 
Archaeological Museum in Ercolano’ in 
the province of Naples. In the afternoon, 
guided snorkeling or diving at the Under-
water Archaeological Park of Baia and 
canoeing along the Pozzuoli Bay. 

Day 6 | Discovering Capri
Transfer by boat to the Capri Island for 
a morning visit and then a guided tour 
in Sorrento, Positano and Amalfi coast. 
Pickup and drop-off from the hotel for 
dinner on a terrace with sea view.

Day 7 | Departure
Departure from the hotel and transfer to 
Naples or Rome Airport.
In case of an afternoon flight, an optional 
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visit to the historical city-center of 
Naples and then transfer with the same 
car to the airport for departure.

***OPTIONAL SERVICES: Private tours, meals
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Take a... Dive in the Past

Follow us:
www.facebook.com/MeDryDive
twitter.com/MeDryDive
www.instagram.com/diveinthepast
YouTube/MeDryDive EU Project


